PRODUCT DATASHEET
C-Vision

THIS PRODUCT HAS THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
No product options are available.
OVERVIEW

The C-Vision is a superbly engineered, dual functions video and communications systems for both inshore and offshore
diving operations.Â
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DESCRIPTION

The C-Vision is a superbly engineered, dual functions video and communications systems for both inshore and offshore
diving operations. The system allows both video and voice communication to be easily monitored and recorded in one
easy to operate unit.

The C-Vision system is a portable surface control unit, which incorporates video and variable light controls for 2 divers
and communications for 3 divers and a tender, all operated through a waterproof keyboard built into a rugged case.
The C-Vision comes complete with a 15.6â€• daytime viewing screen which offers excellent images of underwater
operations.
Advanced controls include video overlay and positioning, date outputs (LAN, AUX, USB & EXT AV OUT) and volume
controls.
The C-Vision provides 4th generation processing power and utilises the latest technology; C-Tecnics are committed to
keeping the lifecycle of the system to an absolute maximum. The components are carefully selected to minimise heat
build-up, which allows the C-Vision SCU to operate in a range of temperatures and humid climates.
Â

FEATURES

Multiple Cameras: Operate 2 sets of Underwater Cameras & Lights
Viewing Options: Full/Split Screen viewing of Camera Images
Overlay: Adjustable text screen over-lay
Recording Time: From 150 hours Video & Communications Recording
Communications: 3 Diver & Tender Communications
Portable: Portable & Rugged, weighing only 12.8KG
Anti-glare Screen: Anti-glare and high brightness screen
Harsh Environment design
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SPECIFICATION

Software: The C-Vision software is a uniquely developed software package designed with diving operaons and video
compression in mind. The software is run in conjunction with Microsot Windows 7 and is capable of full or split screen
viewing. Text overlay is adjustable to meet your need and includes diver name, location and me stamps, while GPS and
depth are available as optional add-ons. File compression is adjustable which allows between 150 hours to 3000 hours
of video and communication recording onto the internal 500GB hard drive.
Communication System: The communications in the C-Vision system are based on the same electronics found in the
C-Phone, with opt isolation ensuring no interference and degradation in the quality of the audio signal. The SCU has a
built in charger for communications so in the event of mains failure the communications will have back up power for up
to 30 hours.
Video System Cable: The C-Vision SCU and cable remove the complication of clustered wiring associated with
recording diving operations. The C-Vision cable incorporates all functions including video, communications, depth
recording, lamp power and control.
Â

ORDER THIS PRODUCT
To order this product or to request a price contact our UK sales team on
+44 (0)1772 687775
Alternatively you can place a quote request through our website
http://www.smp-ltd.co.uk/ or send an email to sales@smp-ltd.co.uk
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